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BAR BRIEFS
QUOTED IN THE PRESS
"The Constitution promises each man liberty and happiness, and
by God I intend to see that our people get it. Soon I shall make it
possible for you all to have a holiday and get out and circulate your
petitions. I shall order a holiday in this judicial district (third) and
publish the proclamation above my signature in every paper that will
print it."--Governor William Langer. (The same paper made the
further statement: "He said he would favor the recall against any
judge who refused to abide by his moratorium").
"If I were sitting on a supreme court bench probably would be
forced to find the governor had no authority under the law to declare
a debt moratorium. But in times of great public stress, such as war or
a more serious time like the present, I would read into that law that
which would protect our general welfare."-Usher L. Burdick.
"I will abide by the Constitution of the State of North Dakota. I
will consider each case on its individual merits."-Judge Wm. H.
Hutchinson.
ANOTHER CONSTRUCTIVE SUGGESTION
May we offer the suggestion at this time, nearly two years before
another legislative session will be upon us, that plans be laid to remove
all of our appropriation legislation from the list of "trading stocks." A
repetition of the alleged happenings of the last session should not be
permitted. The public welfare demands that all appropriations be han-
dled upon the basis of individual merit.
In order to achieve that aim we suggest that provision be made for
completing all appropriation legislation by the end of the fortieth day
of the session. This can be done through the medium of a constitutional
amendment, an initiated measure, legislative enactment, or mere rules
of the two houses.
Let's do our future "political maneuvering" with legitimate"political footballs."
BASICALLY WRONG
Few consider, seriously, the argument that political leaders adopt
a program not based upon a spoils system (to the victor belong the
spoils). It is a natural result of party systems. All argue against it,
but all do the same thing, when opportunity offers.
The system, however, is basically wrong. It is wrong because it
pays no attention, many times, to ability. It is wrong because it dis-
regards, frequently, the need for continuity of service. It is wrong
because it permits the building of political instead of administrative ma-
chines, sacrificing efficiency and economy to inefficiency, and, some-
times, graft and plunder. It is wrong, especially, when the government
engages in business or industrial enterprises.
PRESENT MISDEMEANOR RECORD
State's Attorney Nels G. Johnson, Towner, suggests a return by
justices of the peace to the clerk of the district court in misdemeanor
cases-standard forms to be provided--such returns to be placed in a
permanent docket. His reason is that "repeaters" could be dealt with
more adequately by prosecutors and-courts.
His experience has been that of every state's attorney. Lack of
records, lost records, and careless docketing make the way to discovery
of misdemeanor convictions or guilty pleas almost impossible.
